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Abstract—Write amplification brings endurance challenges to 
NAND Flash-based solid state disks (SSDs) such as impacts upon 
their write endurance and lifetime. A large write amplification 
degrades program/erase cycles (P/Es) of NAND Flashes and 
reduces the endurance and performance of SSDs. The write 
amplification problem is mainly triggered by garbage collections, 
wear-leveling, metadata updates, and mapping table updates. 
Write amplification is defined as the ratio of data volume written 
by an SSD controller to data volume written by a host. In this 
paper, we propose a four-level model of write amplification for 
SSDs. The four levels considered in our model include the 
channel level, chip level, die level, and plane level. In light of this 
model, we design a method of analyzing write amplification of 
SSDs to trace SSD endurance and performance by incorporating 
the Ready/Busy (R/B) signal of NAND Flash. Our practical 
approach aims to measure the value of write amplification for an 
entire SSD rather than NAND Flashes. To validate our 
measurement technique and model, we implement a verified SSD 
(vSSD) system and perform a cross-comparison on a set of SSDs, 
which are stressed by micro-benchmarks and I/O traces. A new 
method for SSDs is adopted in our measurements to study the 
R/B signals of NAND Flashes in an SSD. Experimental results 
show that our model is accurate and the measurement technique 
is generally applicable to any SSDs. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Write amplification has strong impacts on the endurance 
and performance of solid state disks (SSDs). This paper reports 
a model of write amplification for SSDs. The model considers 
parallelisms at four levels (i.e., the channel, chip, die, and plane 
levels). We also propose an approach to practically analyzing 
the write amplification of an entire SSD rather than just NAND 
Flashes. Our model and measurement solution for write 
amplification can be applied to trace SSD endurance and 
performance. We implement a system called vSSD to validate 
the accuracy and credibility of our model and approach.  

SSD endurance depends on the limited number of P/Es in 
NAND Flashes.  Increasing the number of available P/Es can 
substantially improve SSD lifetime. Write amplification is the 
ratio of data volume written by an SSD controller to data 
volume written by a host. High write amplification meaning a 
large number of page programs reduces available P/Es and 
degrades SSD endurance which is of importance for users. 
Write amplification not only enables users to quantify SSD 
endurance under any workload, but also offers ample 

opportunities to understand end-to-end implications of 
optimization strategies to boost SSD endurance. For example, 
I/O schedulers, file systems, and applications may have side 
effects on write amplification for SSDs. To obtain accurate 
SSD endurance and the influence of high level techniques on 
SSD, it is important to accurately evaluate or estimate the write 
amplification of SSDs. The lack of practical ways to measure 
write amplification for SSDs motivates us to propose a novel 
measuring method at the SSD level rather than the NAND 
Flash level. Our approach makes it possible to trace SSD 
endurance and to direct people to study and design excellent 
techniques to improve the endurance of SSDs. This method 
also evaluates novel technologies intended to reduce write 
amplification. 

Due to out-of-place and erase-before-write updates in 
NAND Flash, reducing write amplification is a grand challenge 
for the development of NAND Flash-based storage devices. An 
out-of-place update prohibits rewriting an updated page at the 
same place. An updated page must be rewritten to an available 
page in another block or the same block after erasing its 
enclosing block. These two processes introduce excess P/Es or 
amplify page programs in NAND Flash, which yield lower 
endurance, shorten the lifespan of media, and reduce device 
performance.  

Write amplification for an entire SSD is based on data 
volume written from a host, which is determined by I/O 
workload and can be technically assessed, and the data volume 
written to NAND Flashes, which can be obtained by our 
method. In our method, a tested SSD enclosure must be opened, 
and the output level of the R/B pin in one NAND Flash is 
tested. The duration of the low level of R/B varies with the 
different operations (i.e., read, program, and erase) in NAND 
Flash. The number of the low level of R/B for page program 
operations is calculated to gain the number of page programs. 
Data volume written to NAND Flashes by SSD controllers can 
be measured. The value of write amplification can be 
quantified. This paper makes three enabling contributions: 
 A new write amplification measurement approach: I/O 

benchmarking tools focus on the performance of an SSD. 
These parameters, MB/s and IOPS which are obtained by 
these tools, depend on I/O workloads. A test is completed 
after a benchmarking loop finishes. The page program 
operations are also executed in NAND Flashes when a set 
of random I/O operations are issued. Unlike the existing 
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tools, our proposed measurement approach is focused on 
SSDs rather than I/O workloads to gain data volume 
written in NAND Flash. We propose a four-level model of 
write amplification for SSDs. The four levels considered 
in our model include the channel, chip, die, and plane 
levels. We incorporate Ready/Busy (R/B) signals of an 
NAND Flash in this model. We develop a tool to evaluate 
SSD endurance by measuring write amplification. To 
improve our measurement approach, we also apply a new 
method, in which a tested SSD enclosure should be 
opened to measure R/B signals in the NAND Flash to 
obtain write amplification.  

 The new vSSD system: We develop a system called vSSD  
to verify the accuracy and credibility of the model of write 
amplification and the proposed measurement approach. 
Our verification results show that the |PEN| value (|PEN|: 
Percentage Error of Npage in Section IV) is smaller than 1% 
in 100% write micro-benchmarks, and the |PEN| is smaller 
than 10% in mixed-write micro-benchmarks. This vSSD 
shows that our model is accurate and that the measurement 
technique is generally applicable to any SSDs. 

 Measuring the impact of SSD write amplification: We 
conduct a series of measurements using micro-benchmarks 
and I/O traces to study the impact of write amplification 
on tested SSDs (e.g., the relationship between write 
amplification and performance). We investigate a 
relationship between write amplification and data volume 
written by a host (or WALVD for short). 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. 
Background and related work of write amplification are 
provided in Section II. Section III discusses the measurement 
methodology and model for write amplification. The vSSD 
system and the methodology validation are presented in 
Section IV. Section V describes write amplification 
measurement results. The summary of our study and future 
work can be found in Section VI. 

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 

A. NAND Flash and Solid State Disks 

NAND Flash memory is classified into three groups, 
namely, SLC (Single-Level Cell) NAND Flash, MLC (Multi-
Level Cell), and TLC (Triple-level cell). A NAND Flash [10] 
is comprised of one or more targets, each of which is organized 
into one or more dies. A die is the minimum unit that can 
independently execute commands and report statuses by the 
R/B signal. Each die is comprised of one or more planes, each 
of which contains many blocks. Each block contains a fixed 
number of pages. NAND Flash can execute three different 
operations, namely, read, program (write), and erase. A page is 
a basic unit for the read and program as is a block for the erase 
operation. In a block, a random page program is prohibited, 
and only out-of-place and erase-before-write updates are 
allowed when any of the pages need to be updated.  

Solid state disks are mainly comprised of NAND Flash 
memory, a DRAM cache, and an SSD controller. DRAM 
improves performance of small data operations and temporarily 
stores a mapping table. The SSD controller is the most 
important component and contains an intermediate software 
layer called flash translation layer (FTL). FTL mainly performs 

address mapping, converting commands between a host and 
NAND Flashes, wear-leveling, garbage collection (GC), and 
ECC. Mapping technologies[3, 9, 23] are divided into block-
mapping, page-mapping, and hybrid-mapping. Because out-of-
place and erase-before-write updates cause an increasing 
number of P/Es, which reduces the endurance of NAND Flash, 
new hardware architectures and block management policies in 
FTL are designed for SSDs to extend the endurance of NAND 
Flash and prolong SSDs’ lifetime. 

B. Write Amplification 

Write amplification was initially proposed for the Intel and 
Silicon Systems in 2008. Coulson [11], an Intel senior Fellow, 
introduced a way of calculating write amplification. Hu [1] 
suggested a probability analytical model to study the 
relationship between over-provisioning and write amplification. 
Hu also designed an ideal greedy reclaiming policy by the 
block-level address translation mechanism in a simulator. A 
Markov chain model of SSD operations was developed by Bux 
[12] to explore the performance characteristics of a system 
using a page-level mapping scheme, which is complex and 
inefficient for the research of write amplification. Applying a 
probability model, Wang [7] simplified the analytical model of 
write amplification for SSD with a page-level address 
translation mechanism. The closed-form expression for write 
amplification [21] was mentioned by Agarwal and Xiang [4] 
who improved the concept in a recent study where a 
probabilistic model is presented to research the impact of over-
provisioning on write amplification.  

Factors affecting write amplification include DRAM, types 
of workload (random, sequential, read, write), available user 
space, over-provisioning (OP) [1], mapping algorithms, 
garbage collection (GC) [14, 16], wear-leveling [6], TRIM [19] 
(a special SATA command), and error correct code (ECC) [22, 
25]. The large DRAM capacity can merge small writes and 
decrease the frequency of out-of-place updates. Cache 
management schemes [2, 15, 26] are applied in SSDs to reduce 
random writes and out-of-place updates, which reduce write 
amplification. The GC operation, triggered by the out-of-place 
update in NAND Flash, reclaims free pages by erasing 
corresponding blocks. The wear-leveling results in an even 
distribution of rewriting data across the NAND Flash area. 
Both factors cause more page programs and increase write 
amplification. Excellent garbage collection and wear-leveling 
policies are optimized to reduce excess page programs. The 
over-provisioning or OP, reserved for SSD controllers to 
improve performance and endurance, is not accessible by 
operating systems and applications. The OP slows down the 
overload of garbage collection to reduce write amplification. 
TRIM clears the OP occupied to lighten write amplification. 
Data de-duplication [5, 13] and data compression [18, 27] are 
also effective to eliminate data volume written to NAND 
Flashes. Many read operations in NAND Flash can trigger read 
disturb, which causes page rewrite, block erase, and data error. 
Hence, some ECC  technologies [25] were devised to improve 
read disturb and data error. In addition, multi-level coding [8], 
which allows page rewriting without erasing NAND Flash, 
reduces write amplification. Many studies only provide 
theoretical analysis by probabilistic models, which lack 
consideration of all realistic possible impacts on write 
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amplification. The aforementioned problem is addressed by our 
device-level model of write amplification for SSDs.  

C. Quantifying Write Amplification 

The definition of write amplification in this study is based 
on an entire SSD. Write amplification is calculated as the ratio 
of data volume written to the NAND Flashes by an SSD 
controller (physical) to data volume written from a host 
(logical). In Fig. 1, there are two kinds of data volume in the 
data stream from applications to NAND Flashes. The data 
volume written from the host under certain workloads must be 
stored in the SSD; this is called logical data (L_Volume_Data). 
When the SSD controller writes the total logical data to the 
storage pool of the NAND Flash, the data volume written to 
the NAND Flashes is called physical data (P_Volume_Data). 
Therefore, write amplification is given as  

_ _

_ _

P V o lu m e D a ta
W A

L V o lu m e D a ta
 .                        (1) 

When the volume of logical data is equal to that of the 
physical one, the value of write amplification is one. When the 
value is larger than one, the physical data volume written to 
NAND Flashes is more than the logical data. Two types of data 
volume are used to calculate write amplification. The logical 
data volume can be known by users, and the data volume 
written to the NAND Flashes by a controller can be measured. 
Section III describes this method. 

III. MEASURING WRITE AMPLIFICATION 

In this study, we open an SSD’s enclosure to test the R/B 
signal of one NAND Flash. The duration of a low level of R/B 
varies with different operations (i.e., read, program, and erase) 
in the NAND Flash. In our approach, we scan the output level 
of R/B to calculate the number of low level of R/B for page 
programs. This process obtains the number of page programs 
under a workload condition. Because the page size in one type 
of NAND Flash is constant, data volume written by a controller 
to an NAND Flash can be obtained as a product of the number 
of page programs and the page size of the NAND Flash. 
Thanks to the parallelism nature of NAND Flashes placed 
inside an SSD, the data volume written by the controller to all 
NAND Flashes can be easily obtained. This is a new approach 
to measuring the write amplification of SSDs under any I/O 
workload. In what follows, we explain the details of the new 
and practical method. 

A. R/B signal in NAND Flash 

Fig. 1 shows the existing T-SSD (i.e., a typical and abstract 
SSD architecture). R/B signals, one in each die, indicate the 
status of dies in NAND Flash. A low-level R/B signal means 
that an operation (e.g., read, program, or erase) in the die is in 
progress. An R/B pin of NAND Flash is an open-drain, active-
low output, which uses an external pull-up resistor to observe 
the completion of program, read, and erase operations. The 
signal is typically at a high level during no operations and 
switches to a low level when any one starts. The duration of 
maintaining low R/B signals is different for three kinds of 
operations in NAND Flashes; the different low-level durations 
of R/B signals represent distinct activities. Because the timing 
diagrams of R/B for read, program, or erase are similar, we 
only present the timing diagram of program in Fig. 2. 

Fig. 2 depicts the process of the basic page program under a 
single plane command in a plane of one die. First, it requires 
loading the 80h command (i.e., Serial Data Input) into the 
command register, followed by 5 address cycles, and data. The 
10h command (i.e., PROGRAM) is written after the data-input. 
Then, the page program begins and the R/B signal stays low 
for Tprogram , which is the duration of the page program time in a 
plane of one die. When page program is complete, the level of 
R/B returns to the high level. Because Tprogram is different for 
pages from low address to high address in NAND Flash 
(especially in MLC NAND Flash), the value of Tprogram is 
anywhere between a and b µs rather than a constant. It means 
that one Tprogram (Tprogram  (a, b)µs) in one R/B signal 
contained in one die indicates one page program operation in a 
plane (see, for example, plane1 of die1 in Fig. 1). There is also a 
two-plane command, where one Tprogram in one R/B signal 
contained in one die indicates two page programs in two planes 
(e.g. plane1 and plane2 of die1 in Fig. 1). Addresses of the two 
pages programmed in two planes of one die must be identical. 
One R/B signal indicates operations in one die. According to 
the parallelism among dies, chips, and channels [17, 20, 24], 
the operation in one die can be implemented in other dies no 
matter which are in the same chip or not. 

B. Parallelism and Program Models of SSDs 

Parallelism improves SSD performance at four different 
levels, namely, channels-level, chips-level, dies-level, and 
planes-level (see also Fig. 1). The first three parallelism levels 
are applied to the SSD architecture. Sometimes, planes-level 
parallelism may not be applied in the single-plane model. 
There are two popular program models in NAND Flash. The 
first is the single-plane page program operation and die 
interleaved model; the second one is the multi-planes 
concurrent page program operation and die interleaved model. 

The block diagram of a typical NAND Flash (two planes in 
one die, two dies in one chip) can be found in Fig. 1. In the first 
program model, two pages (page_A in plane1 and page_B in 
plane2 or page_C in plane3 and page_D in plane4) in two 
respective planes of a die perform the single-plane program 
operation. Tprogram, the duration of an R/B signal (R/B#1 in die1 
or R/B#2 in die2) being low for programming,  can reflect the 
time of the page program in a plane. Thus, the single-plane 
page program model incurs two changes of the R/B signal in a 
die (die1 or die2); the two dies in the same chip execute the 
interleaved operation using the mechanism of dies-level 

page_A page_B

chip

R/B#1 R/B#2

block

page_C page_D

plane page

plane1 plane2 plane3 plane4

die2die1

Disk SATA Interface

SSD Controller
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Fig. 1 One typical architecture of SSD (T-SSD) 

 

 
Fig.2 The timing diagram of a basic page program operation 
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parallelism (see Fig. 3(a)). The addresses of the two pages in 
two planes of one die are not restricted. 

In the second model, Tprogram of an R/B signal in a chip 
reflects two page programs in parallel between two planes of 
the same die (page_A in plane1 and page_B in plane2 of die1 or 
page_C in plane3 and page_D in plane4 of die2). It is restricted 
in that the addresses of the two pages programmed in the 
respective two planes of one die must be identical. Two dies in 
the same chip execute interleaved operations (see Fig. 3(b)). 

According to the parallelism among chips (see Fig. 1), 
multiple chips on a channel run interleaved operations to 
guarantee that the interleaved operations among dies are 
contained in the chips on one channel. It is deemed that an 
operation indicated from one R/B signal contained in one die is 
simultaneously executed in all dies of chips belonging to the 
same channel. The channels-level parallelism makes the chips 
on multiple channels execute, in a parallel fashion, the same 
operation. Operations among chips on one channel are identical 
to ones on any of the channels. Regardless of the parallelism 
levels, it is accepted that an operation indicated from one R/B 
signal contained in one die is simultaneously running in all dies 
of chips on any of the channels (or all dies of SSD). In other 
words, the operation in one die is the same as the ones in other 
dies, regardless of whether the dies are in the same chip or not. 
The full parallelism always exploits on page programs even 
when the request size is smaller than a page. This feature 
enables us to measure the page program operations based on an 
R/B signal in one NAND Flash among all NAND Flashes 
within an SSD; the corresponding R/B signal is sufficient to 
conclude that all of the other NAND Flashes are active. 

C. R/B Signal-Based Measurement 

In (2), values of L_Volume_Data and P_Volume_Data 
must be given to derive write amplification. L_Volume_Data 
depends on I/O workload and P_Volume_Data is a product of 
the numbers of page programs and the page size. The page size 
is constant for a NAND Flash, and the number of page 
programs can be easily found.  Using the parallelisms in an 
SSD system and the number of Tprogram in one die for 
programming, we can determine the number of page programs 
for the entire SSD, in which the value of P_Volume_Data can 
be calculated. Next, write amplification of a tested SSD under 
certain I/O load can be measured.  

In Fig. 1, there are Nchannel channels, Nchip chips per channel, 
Ndie dies per chip, Nplane planes per die, and the size of a page in 
the NAND Flash is Pa in T-SSD. One die contains one R/B pin, 
which is selected to count the Tprogram value. The page program 
duration in a tested NAND Flash is in an interval between a 
and b µs. The total number of Tprogram, NTprogram, in one die 
under a workload condition should be recorded when page 
programs in NAND Flash are fully completed. Because there 
are two program models in NAND Flash (see Section III), the 
number of page programs in one Tprogram is different in these 
two models. For the single-plane page program operation and 
die interleaved model, one page is programmed during each 
Tprogram in a die. And two pages are programmed during each 
Tprogram in a die based on the multi-planes concurrent page 
program operation and die interleaved model. 

According to the dies-level parallelism, the numbers of 
page programs in two dies of one chip are approximately equal, 
meaning that Tprogram in each R/B of two dies is the same 
during the page program. The number of page programs is 
equal to each other between two dies of the same chip. The 
same relationship applies to any two dies of the same NAND 
Flash in T-SSD based on the chips-level and channels-level 
parallelism. The concurrency of Nchannel channels in T-SSD 
makes the relationship applicable to any two dies whether or 
not they are contained in the same NAND Flash. The number 
of Tprogram based on an R/B signal can be used to measure the 
number of page programs in one die under a workload. The 
same relationship in dies of all NAND Flashes in T-SSD allows 
us to calculate the total number of page programs on the T-
SSD under the workload.  Under a workload condition, we 
need to count the number of Tprogram (NTprogram) and obtain the 
number of page programs of each Tprogram, Mp, based on one 
R/B signal for one die in one tested NAND Flash. The total 
page programs during each Tprogram, Np, can be calculated as a 
product of NTprogram and Mp. Let Pa denote the size of one page; 
we can calculate the data volume written by a T-SSD controller 
to one die as Np   Pa. For the NAND Flashes in the T-SSD, 
there is one R/B pin per die. A chip, consisting of Ndie dies, 
contains Ndie R/B pins. And (Nchip Ndie) R/B pins belong to 
the Nchip NAND Flashes per channel. Thus, there are (Nchannel 
Nchip Ndie) R/B pins in T-SSD with Nchannel channels. Given 
the parallelism of dies, chips, and channels, the relationship 
among Ndie dies is identical, and the data volume written to all 
the NAND Flashes of the T-SSD is expressed as (Nchannel 
Nchip Ndie NpPa) or (Nchannel NchipNdie   (NTprogram 
Mp) Pa). Using L_Volume_Data, Pa, NTprogram, and Tprogram, 
we can make use of (2), which is our write amplification model 
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based on four-level parallelisms (i.e., the channel level, chip 
level, die level, and plane level) of an SSD and the R/B signal 
in an NAND Flash to measure write amplification. 
L_Volume_Data in (2) can be measured, because data volume 
written from a host depends on reads and writes loaded on T-
SSD. Pa is a constant for an NAND Flash; NTprogram can be 
counted by the number of Tprogram on an R/B signal. The 
number of page programs in one die of one NAND Flash tested 
in T-SSD can be assessed according to the Tprogram of an R/B 
signal. 

IV. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY 

We design a measurement system to calculate the NTprogram 
value and the number of Tprogram based on an R/B signal. We 
describe the measurement approach in the context of two page 
program models in NAND Flashes. We also implement the 
vSSD (SSD-v) system to verify our proposed method.  

A. Measurement Environment 

The measurement system (see Fig. 4) is composed of a 
hardware platform, a master-slave recording system, vSSD, 
three tested SSDs, IOGenerator (a workload generator 
extended from IOmeter), IOReplayer (based on the Blktrace), 
and two operating systems (i.e., Windows 7 and Ubuntu 11.10). 

The parameters configured in the workload generator 
include read-write ratio, alignment of I/O on SSD, the 

percentage of sequential or random accesses, runtime of a 
workload, and data volume written from the host. The platform 
is a desktop PC (i.e., hardware platform) with an Intel Pentium 
4 CPU with 2 cores, 2GiB memory and 1TiB Western Digital 
disk, hosting the OSs. Blktrace collects I/O traces, which are 
replayed by the IOReplayer. The master controls the slave 
recorder to keep track of the number of page programs in 
NAND Flash selected based on logical data volume. When the 
workload and slave recorder come to a dead stop, values are 
transmitted to the master by a serial port. Table I summarizes 
the features of SSDs. The vSSD is designed to verify the 
accuracy and credibility of our device-level model of write 
amplification and measurement approach. Three real-world 
SSDs tested in this study include Intel X25-V SSD (SSD-I), 
CrucialTM m4 SSD (SSD-M), and SoliWare S80 SSD (SSD-S).  

B. Measuring NTprogram  

In the master-slave recording system, we only need to test a 
single NAND Flash in the SSD (see the justifications in 
Section III). The slave system scans R/B signal levels when I/O 
workload is loaded on the tested SSD. Without operations, the 
output level of R/B is high. When a page program begins, the 
level of R/B becomes low and the system records the starting 
time Ts. When the level of R/B changes to high, the time Te is 
recorded (see Fig. 3(a)). The value of the duration of low level 
can be calculated by the system as Tprogram= Ts - Te. If Tprogram 
∈(a, b) µs, one page program is executed. Afterward, the 

N_T_PROGRAM_Procedure 

Input: 

SR/B      /*output level of R/B signal is the input parameter */ 

TS          /*The time of R/B signal begin to be low*/ 

Te         /*The time of R/B signal begin to be high*/ 

SEND_TIME /*The interval to send N_T_PROGRAM to master*/ 

SEND_TIME_OK /*Boolean, true, send  N_T_PROGRAM to master */ 

Tprogram   /*The duration of R/B signal for program T (a, b )µs*/ 

Output: 

N_T_PROGRAM    /*the number of Tprogram */ 

Begin 

1:    Slave_Recorder_Init(Ts, Te, SEND_TIME, T) /*initialize Ts, Te, T*/ 

2:    while TRUE do 

3:          if (SEND_TIME_OK) 

4:                SEND_N (N_T_PROGRAM) 

/*Send  N_T_PROGRAM  to the master by serial ports */ 

5:         endif 

6:        COST_TIME( SEND_TIME)  /*send-time elapses */ 

7:         if (SR/B is high) 

8:               continue 

9:         end if 

10:       Ts=GetcurrentTime() 

11:       while SR/B =Low do  /*waiting*/ 

12:        end while 

13:       Te=GetcurrentTime() 

14:       RESET(SEND_TIME)    /*reset the send-time point*/ 

15:         if ((Te-Ts)T) 

16:               N_T_PROGRAM = N_T_PROGRAM +1 

17:          end if 

18:    end while 

End 

TABLE I 
CHARACTERISTICS TESTED SSDS AND NAND FLASHES 

Product SSD-v SSD-I SSD-M SSD-S 
Physical Capacity  16GB 40GB 64GB 32GB 
User space 14.0GB 37.2GB 59.6GB 28.1GB 
Overprovisioning 2GB 2.8GB 4.4GB 3.9GB 
Cache Size 32KB 32MB 128MB 32KB 
Flash Type MLC 34nm MLC25nm SLC34nm 
Program model  Single-plane Two-planes-concurrent 
Chips 4 5 8 8 
Chip Size 4GiB 8GiB 8GiB 4GiB 
Channels (CH) 4 5 8 4 
Chips per CH 1 1 1 2 

Dies per Chip 1 2 2 2 

Planes per Die 2 2 2 2 
Page Capacity 4KiB+128Bytes 4KiB+224bytes 

R/Bs per die 1 1 1 
TRIM  Yes 
NAND Flash Typical Latency (Datasheet) 
Page read  20ns~50µs 75μs 25ns~25µs 

Page write  900µs 1300μs 250μs 
Block erase  2ms 3.8ms 2ms 
NAND Flash Latency (Tested) 
Page write  (200~2200)µs (200 ~2200)µs (200 ~500)µs 

Master

Slave
Recorder

Solid State Disk

Tested NAND Flash 

Host

Workload

 
Fig. 4 The measurement system is to practically analyze the write 

amplification of an entire SSD rather than just NAND Flashes. 
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master-slave recording system scans the R/B signal again. In 
doing so, the total number of Tprogram, NTprogram, in one die 
during a workload execution can be recorded by the slave 
recorder and transmitted to the master when the execution and 
slave recorder are fully stopped. The pseudo-code for 
measuring NTprogram is displayed in the procedure of the 
N_T_PROGRAM_Procedure. 

C. Method Verification  

In cooperation with SoliWare (an SSD manufacturer), we 
designed a simple yet efficient vSSD to verify the accuracy of 
the proposed approach. The features of vSSD can be found in 
Table I. The single-plane page program operation and die 
interleaved model is applied in the vSSD. We modify the 
firmware in vSSD, adding and revising some special codes 
related to the page program, to recode the number of page 
programs by the vSSD controller. The value is set as a 
parameter of S.M.A.R.T (Self-Monitoring, Analysis, and 
Reporting Technology). Using modified CrystalDiskInfo, an 
S.M.A.R.T. utility software, we obtain the number Npage_real of 
page programs for vSSD. With the master-slave recording 
system in place, we measure the number of page programs of 
all NAND Flashes, Npage_test, in the vSSD. 

Write amplification can be expressed as (3). We compare 
WAreal with WAtest to verify the accuracy of our measurement 
system and the approach. (3) suggests comparing Npage_real  and  
Npage_test rather than WAreal and WAtest. Percentage Error of the 
Number of page programs (|PEN|) is defined as (4). 
L_Volume_Data is set as 2GB in the verification test, in which 
the format of these micro-benchmarks is explained under Fig. 6. 
Figs. 5 and 6 present validation results, which demonstrate that 
our measurement system is very accurate. For example, |PEN| 
is smaller than 1% (i.e., |PEN|<1%) in write-intensive micro-
benchmarks, and |PEN| is smaller than 10% (i.e., |PEN|<10%) 
in the read/write mixed micro-benchmarks. 

Let us discuss why there are errors of the number of page 
programs in our approach. The typical latency of a program is 
around 900µs; the erase latency is about 2ms for NAND Flash 
in SSD-V (see Table I). Interestingly, the latency for a program 
is anywhere between 200 and 2200 µs in the tested NAND 
Flash, which makes program and erase time interleaved. Hence, 
the times of erase operations may be added to the number of 
programs. Thus, the error of an excess number of program 
operations may exit. Let us assume that the duration of page 
program distributes i.i.d. according to a uniform distribution as 
Unif [200, 2200]. The probability of the duration of block erase 
being in the range from 2000 to 2200 is 10%; this probability is 
much smaller in real cases. Our empirical results (see Figs. 5 
and 6) confirm that the influence of interleaved duration of 
program and erase is insignificant. A second reason for the 
measurement errors is that the sampling process for R/B 
signals may miss some low levels for page program, making 
the number of page programs smaller. The third reason is the 
asynchronous program duration for lower pages and upper 
pages inside MLC NAND Flash. Nevertheless, the validation 
results confirm that the model of write amplification and 
measurement system is very accurate, indicating that the 
measurement system can be employed to measure write 
amplification under any I/O workload. The planes-level 
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Fig. 5 Percentage Error of the Number of page programs (|PEN|) for the vSSD under sequential workloads 

  

Fig. 6 Percentage Error of the Number of page programs (|PEN|) for the vSSD under random workloads 
※Workloads used in this verification test are configured in IOGenerator in the format described below:  [I/O Size (512B, 4KiB, 8KiB, 16KiB, or 32KiB)]- [Access 
type (RD: random or SQ: sequential)]-[Percentage of write IOs in a workload (50%-W or 100%-W)]-[4KiB alignment of each I/O on the disk (Y: 4KiB-alignment 
or N: 512B-alignment)] 
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parallelism, the lowest level, is independent of the other three 
levels. Multi-plane, a concurrent mechanism in a die, is 
physically distinct from one-plane. The verification of a one-
plane model can be used to verify a multi-plane model. 

V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

We use Windows 7, on which IOGenerator (extended from 
IOmeter [29]) is executed, to partition the tested SSDs with 
4KiB alignment and to send a TRIM command to emulate SSD 
factory state in the tests. Ubuntu 11.10, on which Blktrace [28] 
and IORplayer are running, is hosted on the same hardware 
platform to replay I/O traces. Only one R/B pin of one chip is 
selected to test the output level of its enclosing NAND Flash in 
the evaluated SSDs. According to (2), the number of Tprogram, 
NTprogram, must be recorded when the tested SSD reaches a 
stable stage. The execution time of the workload from 
beginning to stable state is so volatile that the workload sets in 
the IOGenerator continue running until the data volume 
written from a host satisfies the requirement. When program 
operations in all NAND Flashes stop, the value of NTprogram in 
the tested NAND Flash is automatically recorded and 
transmitted to the master by the slave recording system. These 
values of Mp are different for tested SSDs.  

A. Workloads  

A wide range of micro-benchmarks and two real-world I/O 

traces (Financial1 and Financial2) are applied to evaluate the 
write amplification of tested SSDs. The characteristics of 
workloads are summarized in Table II. 

B. Micro-benchmarks Measurement  

Micro-benchmarks are configured in IOGenerator and I/O 
request size varied from 512 bytes to 32KB. We selected two 
extreme workload conditions—full sequential and full random 
write cases. SQ or RD in Table II stands for 100% sequential 
or 100% random workload, respectively. To evaluate the 
impact of read operations on write amplification, we choose 
micro-benchmarks with 50% writes and 50% reads. 

1) SSD measurement under steady state: A special micro-
benchmark, 100% random writes with 4KiB-align I/Os, is 
configured to distribute data across the available space of 
NAND Flashes as unevenly as possibly for about 12 hours to 
place tested SSDs in the random-steady state. We run the 
workloads with 50% and 100% writes to measure the write 
amplification of the tested SSDs and to evaluate the impact of 
read operations (see Fig. 7). Figs. 7 and 8 confirm that write 
amplification is very low in the case of sequential writes. The 
average value of write amplification is anywhere between 1 
and 5 except for the workload where request size is 512bytes. 
In the random case, write amplification is between 10 and 50. 
The worst case is the random workload with 512-byte I/Os.  

Besides small I/O sizes and random workloads resulting in 

TABLE II  THE  WORKLOAD CHARACTERISTICS 

Percent Write IO in workload Random/Sequential  Benchmark Alignment I/O size (Bytes) 

100% write 
SQ (sequential)  4KiB-align 

512, 4K, 8K, 16K, 32K 
RD (random) 4KiB-no-align 

50%   write 
SQ (sequential)  4KiB-align 

512, 4K, 8K, 16K, 32K 
RD (random) 4KiB-no-align 

I/O Traces(Financial1 and Financial2) 
I/O traces Avg. req. size Write/Read (KiB) Max. req. size Write/Read (KiB) Written Data (GiB) Read: Write(R:W) 
F1 3.8/2.3 16K/8.3 14.6 23:77 
F2 3.0/2.3 256/64 1.8 82:18 
Micro-benchmarks in this test follow the format explained under Fig. 6.   The term, 4KiB-alignment (512B-alignment) of each I/O on the disk, is rewritten as 
4KiB-align (4KiB-no-align). For example,  “[100%write],[ SQ],[ 4KiB -align],[8K]” represents that ”[the percentage of write I/O in workload is 100% (no 
read I/O)],[ the full sequential accesses],[4KiB alignment of  each  I/O in the SSD ],[the size of I/O is 8KiB]”. 

 
(a) SSD-I                                                       (b) SSD-M.                                                     (c) SSD-S. 

Fig.7 50% write micro-benchmark in steady state of RAW SSD 

(a) SSD-I                                                         (b) SSD-M.                                                       (c) SSD-S. 
Fig.8 100% write micro-benchmark in steady state of RAW SSD 
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high write amplification and poor performance, less data space 
for written data in this case can also cause detrimental results. 
In this test, the capacity of over-provisioning  is important for 
SSDs. More over-provisioning and less garbage collection 
reduce write amplification. In the case of one tested SSD, 
more over-provisioning makes the changes of values smooth 
(see the results from SSD-M). The cache size also affects 
write amplification. For example, write amplification of SSD-
M with a 128MB cache varies slightly more than that of SSD-
I with a 32MB cache; SSD-S with a 32KB cache becomes the 
worst case in this test (see Figs. 7(c) and 8(c)). The write 
amplification results obtained in these sets of experiments 
represent the real or worse write amplification under 
sequential and random write micro-benchmarks. 

Compared with the 100%-write workloads, 50%-write 
workloads increase write amplification. Although write 
amplification becomes small when I/O size decreases, the 
write amplification is larger than that of the sequential 
workloads. Compared to the small cache in SSD-I, the large 
cache space in SSD-M makes write amplification less 
sensitive to request size. For example, write amplification of 
SSD-M changes from 85 to 90; write amplification of SSD-I 
ranges from 110 to 150. Because of small data space, the over-
provisioning (OP) size is an important factor to improve write 
amplification. The values of write amplification are smaller, 
and the trends of values are smoother for SSD-M with more 
OP than others. Read operations in the workload make write 
amplification worse. One reason for this trend is that a 
significant portion of DRAM is allocated to read, limiting 
cache resources that may boost write performance by merging 
small writes. Another reason can be attributed to the read 
disturb, which triggers some blocks to be updated frequently, 
thereby increasing page programs and making write 
amplification go up. The impact of read disturb becomes more 
pronounced for an SSD with less OP. The results of sequential 
workloads demonstrate that a large I/O size leads to small 
write amplification. 

Regardless of the fact that the I/O size is in alignment to 
4KiB, dramatic diversification in the values of write 
amplification rarely occurs except when there is a small I/O 
size (e.g., smaller than 4KiB) in the workload. Read 
operations in the workload make poor write amplification in 
the case of small I/O size. The results show that the tested 
values of write amplification are suitable for real-world 
workload conditions. Since the tests for different SSDs are 
similar, our remaining tests are focused only on SSD-I. 

2) Logical Data Volume in Partitioned SSDs: The volume 
of logical data written to SSDs substantially affects write 

amplification. The user space in NAND Flashes of an SSD 
depends on the amount of data written by the controller. A 
large amount of written data to NAND Flashes leads to a 
small user space, which increases the probability of updating 
the same page and causes an increasing number of out-of-
place updates and page programs. This trend becomes 
pronounced under random-write workload conditions, which 
increase write amplification. It is important  to investigate the  
relationship between write amplification and logical data 
volume written from the host (WALVD).  

Over-provisioning (OP) reserved only for SSD controllers 
is employed to reduce write amplification and improve 
performance and endurance of the tested SSD. There is a 
40GB capacity in the partitioned SSD-I with 37.2GB user 
space. 2.8GB, 7% of the total capacity, is reserved by the 
manufacturer as the over-provisioning. Although OP costs 
storage capacity in NAND Flashes, it improves the write 
amplification and the performance of the SSD. The available 
space includes user space and OP space. In tested SSD, the OP 
space cannot be changed by users; however, the percentages 
of OP (OP %) in the available space can be configured. The 
relationship between the OP percentage in the available space 
of SSD is established as 

%
_ _

2.8

2.8 _

OP OP
OP

Available Space OP User Space

GB

GB User Space

  


 


.        (5) 

where we keep the OP space as a constant while changes the 
OP% value by modifying the user-space size on the right-hand 
side of (5). Table III illustrates how we configure the user-
space parameters. In each test, we initialize the SSD to its 
factory default state by TRIM and partition according to the 
user-space size or User_Space in (5).  

In this test, we focus on the WALVD for five OP% values. 
We run each test 15 times, in each of which the data volume 
written from the host is 5GiB. Note that this volume can be 
configured by IOGenerator.  In Fig. 9, k in 5G-k stands for the 
k-th sub-test. Each workload is running until data volume 
written to the SSDs reaches 5GiB, at which point the 
IOGenerator stops issuing I/O requests. The number of page 
programs in the tested-NAND Flash is recorded by the slave 
recorder and transmitted to the master when the level of tested 
R/B signal keeps high for 5 minutes. After the master receives 
the result, the next sub-test (i.e., 5G-(k+1) test) will start. 15 
sub-tests will be performed during each experiment. Using (2), 
we derive write amplification from L_Volume_Data (5GiB in 
sub-tests) and the number of page programs (NTprogram) 

TABLE III 

THE  PERCENTAGE OF OVER-
PROVISIONING 

OP% User_Space 

7% 37.2GB(Default) 

8% 32.2GB 

10% 25.2GB 

12% 20.5GB 

15% 15.9GB 
 

(a) WALVD under OP%=7% (b)WALVD under OP%=8%, OP%=10%, OP%=12% , OP%=15%
             Fig. 9  WALVD under different OP% in partitioned SSD 
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recorded by the slave recorder. 
Fig. 9 plots experimental results for five OP% values. The 

results show that write amplification has the largest separation 
at the beginning of each test due to a process of initialization 
on the partitioned SSD, to which some initial data must be 
written. Prior to the first sub-test, the initial data had been 
loaded on the SSD; the initial data is not included in the 
logical data volume of 5GiB. As long as the workload is 
loaded on the SSD, the SSD controller will write the initial 
data to NAND Flashes and the page program will occur. 
When the initial data is loaded on the SSD, the slave recorder 
begins recording the number of page programs in the tested 
NAND Flash. Thus, the data volume, including the initial data 
and 5GiB logical data, is written to the SSD. This data volume 
is larger than that from the host in subsequent sub-tests; the 
number of page programs recorded is larger than that of the 
subsequent ones. Since the logical data volume is a constant 
(e.g., 5GiB), the value of write amplification is the largest in 
the initial state. For example, Fig. 9 shows that the write 
amplification at the point of 5G-1 is 39, 8, 6.5, 2.5 and 4.5 
when OP% is 7%, 8%, 10%, 12%, and 15%, respectively. 

In Fig. 9(a), OP%, set to the default value, requires 
independent manipulation. Write amplification measured in 
the first sub-test is the largest among the entire test; write 
amplification drops to 21 at the lowest point in the second 
sub-test, in which only 5GiB data is written from the host after 
the initialization phase. There is much more user space for the 
random writes in an earlier sub-test than subsequent sub-tests. 
When random data volume increases, free space decreases; the 
OP technique does not handle the decrease of free space well. 
Write amplification becomes large when the logical data 
volume increases. The value of write amplification reaches a 
stable value (i.e., about 25) after the 6th to 8th sub-test, during 
which write performance varies inversely with write 
amplification. For example, the write performance is 1.4 MB/s 
initially and becomes 1.5MB/s during the second sub-test. 
Write throughput is 1.23 MB/s during the steady stage. In Fig. 
9(b), we set the OP% value according to Table III. A large 
value of OP% leads to a low stable value of write 
amplification. The average stable value is 7, 3.5, 3, and 1 
when OP% is 8%, 10%, 12%, and 15%, respectively. Fig. 9 
also shows that when the ratio of OP in the available space of 
partitioned SSD increases, the user space relatively owns more 
OP in the available space of NAND Flashes and reduces the 
possibility of out-of-place updates during random page 
programs. This reduces write amplification and improves 
performance. 

C. Real-World I/O Traces  

F1 and F2 are real-world I/O traces collected from OLTP 
(on-line transaction processing) applications currently running 
at two large financial institutions. These two traces contain 
many write requests, the average size of which is small (i.e., 
3.8KB in F1 and 3.0KB in F2). F1 and F2 are used to test 
write amplification and performance. We study the impact of 
the read/write ratio on write amplification and write 
performance. We implement IOReplayer by extending the 
Btreplay in Ubuntu 11.10 for this group of experiments, in 
which data volume written from the host is configured. 
IOReplayer replays the OLTP I/O traces on the tested SSD, 
which are measured in the steady states.  A micro-benchmark 

with 100% random writes with 4KiB-align I/Os is issued to 
the tested SSD for a period of 12 hours and sets the SSD to the 
steady state. 

1) F1 Trace: Fig. 10 shows the SSD write amplification 
and performance under the F1 trace.  The SSD is in the steady 
state after running the trace of 4KiB-align write requests for 
12 hours. Fig. 10 reveals the write amplification and write 
performance of the SSD in the steady state, in which write 
amplification is around 16 and write throughput is about 
2MB/s in the first subtest. The poor performance is attributed 
to less available space and a random data distribution. In the 
subsequent sub-tests, the write amplification and performance 
become much better thanks to the write pattern in the trace. 
After the 13 sub-tests, the write amplification and throughput 
become approximately 2 and 12MB/s, respectively. When 
77% of the requests are writes, the write performance is 
12MB/s in the steady state.  

2) The F2 Trace: The experimental results under the F2 
trace are similar to those under F1. With 19% of the requests 
being writes, write performance in F2 is lower than those of 
F1 (see Fig. 11); however, the steady value is about 1.1. Like 
F1, the worst write amplification and performance in F2 are 
also experienced during the first sub-test in the steady state. 
The write amplification and write throughput are about 17  
and 1.0MB/s, respectively. After approximately ten sub-tests, 
the measured values reach a stable state. These experiments 
confirm that sequential access patterns (e.g., F1 and F2) lead 
to low write amplification. The write performance largely 
depends on access patterns (e.g., F1 has more write I/Os than 
F2). In the steady state, the worst performance appears in the 
first sub-test, which is a result of less space available for 
written data. A large number of read requests give rise to high 
write amplification and lower performance. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

In this study, we proposed a new write amplification 
model and a novel approach to measuring write amplification 
in SSDs. We developed the vSSD system to validate the 
credibility and accuracy of our model. We also evaluated the 
approach by performing a cross-comparison on real-world 

 
Fig. 10 WALVD in steady state for F1. 

 

Fig. 11 WALVD in steady state for F2 
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SSDs. These validation results confirmed that the 
measurement system is very accurate under a wide range of 
workload conditions. We made use of the measurement 
system to study the impacts of various micro-benchmarks and 
I/O traces on write amplification of SSDs. Our findings show 
that when random writes become a significant part of a 
workload condition, the out-of-place update frequently occurs, 
leading to an increasing number of page programs. A large 
number of page updates and block erases increase write 
amplification. The percentage of read operations also affects 
write amplification, which may cause read disturb that triggers 
rewriting of all pages in one block and block erasing for data 
reliability. DRAM can be used to merge small writes into 
larger ones to reduce write amplification. The over-
provisioning in available space reduces write amplification; a 
large percentage of over-provisioning in available space offers 
low possibilities of garbage collection, which in turn  
improves write amplification and performance. We observed 
that write amplification and performance do not noticeably 
change during the steady state. 

Our future work will concentrate on two areas. First, we 
will investigate the impacts of various components including 
file systems, I/O schedulers, SSD controllers, and parallelisms 
of SSDs in a storage system on write amplification. Second, 
we plan to design a new model and measurement system to 
simplify the testing of write amplification. 
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